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-1- PRESENTATION FORM 

 

Name and surname / Name of the group  

Studio Salvatore Franzese 

City  

Eindhoven 

Country 

Nederland 
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Bio  

Born in 1985 in Salerno, Salvatore moves to Rome a few days after his birth, the city where he's raised. Since very 

young he develops a big curiosity about how do things work. That curiosity moves him to graduate in Industrial 

Design, at the Istituto Europeo di Design IED, where his interest in functions and adaptability of objects becomes a 

reality. Straight afterwards his passion for travelling and looking for new goals and challenges pushes him to move 

to Milan, where he attends a postgraduate course in the Scuola Politecnica di Design SPD. There he has the 

opportunity to work side by side with Italian companies leaders in the design field. In order to get a deeper 

perspective about how do designers think nowadays, he enrols in the Vitra Design Museum Workshop, given by 

Richard Hutten, that turns out to be one of his most important an exciting personal experiences.  

In 2007, Salvatore start his collaboration and work experience in designer's studio and companies, where he 

acquires the necessary experience and knowledge to start his own professional career. 

After the Milan experience, Grown up with a strong industrial design background, Salvatore has developed in the 

recent years a deep need of taking part of the generative process of his pieces, trying to get in touch deeply with 

his creation following his artistic attitude .his psychological and physical need of growing up together with his 

projects has pushed in to move before in London and then finally in Eindhoven. In the Netherlands is where he 

found a new way of talking about design and where he experienced a more handmade technical approach. 

As the designer says: "producing an object with your hands is a way of projecting yourself, involving your head, 

heart and soul and therefore this is the reason why the piece doesn’t just express a concept but also talks about 

you its you." 

Currently Salvatore lives and works in Eindhoven (The Nederland), always looking for new opportunities to apply 

his design skill and creativity. 
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-2- PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Product name 1  

Conceived Mirror 

Dimensions  

H:45cm, W:20cm, D:25cm 

Approximate weight  

4kg 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Technical description  

Material: Metal, Epoxy clay, Threads, ,Mirror 

Technique: Wrapping Thread 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Product name 2  

Conceived Tiny Lamp 

Dimensions 

H:28cm, W:15cm; D:20cm 

Approximate weight  

2kg 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Technical description  

Material: Metal, Epoxy clay, Threads, ,Electrical component 

Technique: Wrapping Thread 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 


